WOMEN’S FALL/WINTER 2017-18 COLLECTION

The Ferragamo Fall/Winter 2017-18 collection draws on the heritage of the brand and treats day and evening wear with femininity and dynamism. An active woman who combines flowing, sensual clothes and technical garments with an elegant twist.

A new fluency between new shapes merged with a mix of fabrics. Ferragamo’s inherent desire to experiment is the creative starting point.

Embracing proportion for collars and hoods that sublimely frame the face. Silhouettes made sophisticated by their simplicity and versatility. Sleeves transform to become scarves. Proportion is harmony.


FLASH 3. Column or opanca heels, lug soles and vertical court: a mix of ideas from the archives re-interpreted in new shapes. “F” heel for the evening, with “glove” upper. The quintessential lady’s accessory is back: the glove. Long, dressy, seductive.

FLASH 4. The comfort of the iconic Soft Sofia bag is fused with new colours and materials. The Saddle Soft leather is as smooth as it looks. Thalia Gancio recalls handy men’s bags.

Knits play a leading role in emphasising architectonic shapes such as the softness and comfort of the knitted tux.

Colour palette: classic hues contrast with strong shades, for balanced chromatic combinations.


FERRAGAMO IS AN ATTITUDE.

Live footage will be broadcast from behind-the-scenes, backstage before the show.

The runway show will be live streamed on ferragamo.com and facebook.com/Salvatoreferragamo.

FOLLOW FERRAGAMO:

@Ferragamo (Instagram, Twitter) @SalvatoreFerragamo (Facebook) @FerragamoSnap (Snapchat)